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”“

We must recognise and build on all strands of
environmentalism, especially that of the
working-class.
working-class
(Bell 2020)

””
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1. Executive Summary.
Sustainability messages are primarily targeted towards more affluent individuals,
in particular those with a higher disposable income as these are the individuals that
earn enough capital to spend on expensive sustainability products and services. (White
et al., 2019; Hardisty et al., 2019; Habib et al., 2019) However, many individuals are
environmentally conscious but are also budget conscious, with 14.3 million individuals in
the UK living on a low income (Bravo 2020, pg 54).
A guest talk hosted by Kate Fletcher, Professor for Sustainable Fashion, author,
researcher and activist, was attended by the researcher. Fletcher expressed that the
future of sustainability could be as simple as re-connecting people with everyday
practises and creating new and innovative ways of targeting the working-class, in
particular families, “to encourage them to involve themselves in environmental progress
that will not put pressure on their financial income.” (Pound 2020)
Birmingham City Council have a reputation for raising awareness through successful
marketing and digital media campaigns such as their See Me, Hear Me campaign
which received 6,000 hits in the first two weeks of launch. (Birmingham City Council
2016) The researcher learnt from consumer interviews and an online survey that Client
Earth was one of the most recognisable working-class environmental charities to
families. In partnership, this collaboration will produce an effective marketing campaign
which focuses on a different approach to sustainability through speaking directly to the
working-class, particularly parents with children under the age of 16. Aiming to engage,
connect and educate on implementing simple sustainable practises in daily routines to
better the planet for future generations and save the planet.

2
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2. The Concept.
[THINKPLANET.] is a marketing
campaign collaboration between
Birmingham City Council and Client
Earth.
The future for planet wellbeing is re-branding sustainability (Kobayashi
2019). Launching on the 22nd April 2020, [THINKPLANET.] marketing
campaign re-brands sustainability and approaches the topic from a
different perspective in order to successfully target working-class
families. The campaign will re-connect parents with children under 16
with everyday sustainable practices.
The concept focuses on taking an innovative approach to sustainability
through speaking directly to the working-class, through simple marketing
methods that engage, connect and educates the receiver. The campaign
utilises visual, digital, print and audio marketing methods to reach the
core consumer, the campaign’s second objective is to engage with children
under the age of 16, as research shows the future generations will
influence older generations. (Collins 2015)
The concept shows innovation by tapping into the emotion and
dis-connection between sustainability and the working-class, the next
step for a sustainable future is to ensure each person is contributing a
small step to a bigger change.

3
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2.1 The Collaboration.
Birmingham City Council.
Birmingham City Council is a local government body
within the United Kingdom, responsible for the governance
of the City of Birmingham. The council was first founded in
1974 and, since 2018, is now run by Cheif Executive Clive
Heaphy. (Birmingham City Council 2020)
Karen Pagett, Marketing Account Handler for
Birmingham City Council, said for previous campaigns she
is always “excited to discover just how precisely targeted
a digital campaign can be if it’s backed up by data.” (Can
Digital 2015)
Birmingham City Council is known for supporting
awareness campaigns and supports sustainability and
the environment. Users can access their website for free
to read about the latest updates regarding environmental
news and campaigns.

Client Earth.
“Client Earth is a charity that uses the power of the law
to protect the planet and the people who live on it.” (Client
Earth 2020)
Founded in 2008 by James Thornton, the charities
objectives include the promotion and protection of the
planet. Able to provide legal assistance and education
regarding environmental rights and responsibilities.
In the financial year ending 2018, the charity raised a
substantial amount of donations totalling to £1.96 milllion,
with an increase of 14% in comparison to the previous
financial year. (Gov 2018) Though the charity is increasing
in growth, the campaign will also raise awareness for the
charities work and the difference they are making to the
environment.
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2.2 Key Drivers.
The ‘Generation Anthropocene’:

Politicians and scientists say a key driver to environmental
crisis is living within the Anthropocene age, in which human
impact on the planet is “terrifying and will leave it’s legacy
forever.” (Macfarlane 2016) They believe that the distress
and unhappiness caused by environmental change, has
had a snowball effect on the individuals disconnecting with
sustainable practices as forces spiral out of their control and
losing trust in a positive environment for future generations.
On the other hand, there has been a rise in the younger
generations and their engagement in environmental protests
and activism.

Growth of median (and mean) household income and gross domestic product per head

Poverty and Environmental Classism:

Poverty presents an ongoing challenge for a sustainable
future, as difference between classes presents drastically
lower income and as a result unsustainable purchasing and
consumption. (SOAS 2020) Environmental Classism refers to
the negative effect felt by the working-class with alienation
from sustainable messages, policies and practices. This
is driver that is disconnecting the working-class from the
environment. (Bell 2020) As seen in Figure 1, the gap between
the median disposable income and average cost of a product
is the closest it has been since 1977, meaning individuals
purchasing power is limited.

Source: Office for National Statistics

Figure 1. (Office for National Statistics (2017)
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2.3 Campaign Objectives and Values.
Objectives.

01
01
02
02
03
03

To engage the working-class consumer through an effective marketing and social media strategy

To deliver information that can be easily decoded and educate both parents and children

To re-brand sustainability and the message which will reach working-class families

Values.
Both Birmingham City Council and Client Earth
are professional bodies that wish to achieve
harmony within the environment. They prioritise
the public, which will create a highly successful
and effective campaign collaboration. The
campaign values views on sustainability and the
saturated use of the word, therefore ‘Think Planet’
suggests a re-brand and different concept.

Connecting with these
audiences are different,
however, the researcher found
that the younger generations
influence parents, Research
also found that public transport
is one of the most beneficial
methods to utilise when
targeting families on their
commute to work and school.
The campaign embraces both
digital and physical marketing.

Educate.

The campaign aims to
engage parents with children
under 16, with a secondary
target audience being
Generation Y. Elements of
the campaign are backed up
with research and presented
through particular mediums
to purposely engage with this
consumer.

Connect.

Engage.

13

2.4 Key Features.

The marketing campaign’s
end goal is to raise awareness
and educate the working-class
on simple sustainable practices
to better the environment,
Educational elements for both
adults and children in materials
such as the magazine edition
and social media.

4
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3.1 The Core Consumer.
Sincere In Their Intentions:
Generation

Age

According to a recent BSD Global article, the this
consumer is sincere with their intentions and have
the characteristic of a “growing commitment to
greener lifestyles.” (BSD Global 2020) Attempts are
made to conduct sustainable practices, however,
other factors are higher priority.

Late Millennials and Generation Y

Judge Their Environmental Contribution:

20-45, parents with children under 16

Acorn Classification

Striving Families
Struggling Estates
Table 1. (Acorn 2020)

The concept of the campaign is to rebrand sustainability
and deliver a message to working-class families of parents
with children under the age of 16, that however small the
contribution, every individual should be educated about the
small steps that can be taken to better the environment,
regardless of a household income.

Working-class families have been said to judge
their environmental contributions and view them
as inadequate. Sustainability messages have
become green-washed and targeted towards the
more affluent classifications with more disposable
income, and as an effect, those with less disposable
income feel they can’t make a big impact.

Influenced By The Younger Generation:
Research suggests that this consumer is the
most responsive age group, many parents are
influenced by their children and the younger
generations and their activism towards
sustainability. Additionally, women are key to target
as they “often make purchases on behalf of the
men.” (BSD Global 2020)

16

3.2 Adoption Theory.

Everett Rogers developed the Diffusion of
Innovation Theory to help understand how why and
at what rate do individuals adopt new trends, ideas
and innovations. (French 2019) The theory indicates
that late Millennials and Generation Y would sit
between the Early Majority and Late Majority, this is
due to this campaign targeting families, this would
include young parents also, who are more likely to
be open to innovation.
Characteristics include being less affluent with
less disposable income and a slight difference in age
in comparison to the Innovators and Early Adopters.
However, the advantage is that these groups include
those with children and are heavily influenced by
what is best for their off-springs. (Chen 2019)
Figure 2. Diffusion of Innovation Theory. (Pound 2020)
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3.3 Consumer Tribe.

‘Green Back Greens’
Green Back Greens are a consumer tribe
coined by Marketeer, Chris Arnold. (Arnold
2009, pg 100-145). This tribe make up 10% of
the population and are those who have busy
lifestyles and often have children. Their routines
leave no time to be completely green, therefore,
they view any small sustainable gesture to be
inadequate.

5

A key characteristic of this tribe is ‘Ethical
Intent.’ This means they are a group of people
“who would love to be more ethical but are too
poor to do so” (Arnold 2009, pg 114). They feel
their limited income defines them, and therefore
feel helpless to contribute to a sustainable
future, however, their children inspire them.

7

6

“Busy people that do not
have enough time to be
completely green.”
(Arnold 2013)
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4. Target Market and Sector.
The Environmental Sector
“The UK Parliament has become one of the
first in the world to declare an environment
and climate emergency, some say we’re
living on borrowed time.” (Bravo 2020)
The environmental sector refers to the companies,
businesses and corporations who’s top priorities
include implementing sustainable practises within their
strategies in order to protect the planet. (CBS 2018) As
seen in the concept board to the right, there are crosssector themes such as plastic innovations, multi-use
items, reduction of wasted materials and fashionable
sustainable garments.
Growth of this sector is due to the state of the current
environment, in particular the youngest generation
such as Generation Z, are the individuals said to be
‘driving the most change in environmental and social
progression’ (McGregor et al 2020, Smith 2020).

8
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4. Target Market and Sector.

As seen in Figure 12, a 2019 report by Mintel defined
what businesses should be looking at, the shift in
consumer priorities. For example, David Attenborough’s
series of Blue Planet was the most viewed television
series of all time. This effects the shifts in how
businesses target their consumer. Mintel’s report
indicated that plastic pollution, animal welfare and
climate change were the top three environmental issues
humans are currently the most concerned about. These
findings can be utilised in regards to what practises the
#ThinkPlanet campaign suggests to the working-class
consumer.

Figure 3. (Mintel 2019)
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4.1 Target Market Research.
“I would like to do more, but my disposable income
does not align with expensive sustainable products and
practices that businesses are promoting.”
-Anonymous (Pound 2020)

Online Survey
Do you feel connected to sustainability messages and environmental awareness campaigns?

Yes, fully
26%

The Green Back Greens, the core consumer tribe for the
#ThinkPlanet campaign, states their characteristics as wanting
to contribute to the environment positively, however, priorities
such as children and expenses overpower their efforts to be
completely green.
As seen in Figure 12, the researcher conducted an online
survey answered by the target demographic. The pie chart
represents the a key result to the campaign strategy, as 52%
said they ‘mostly’ feel connected to sustainability messages
and campaigns, ‘but would like to do more’.
The #ThinkPlanet campaign is innovative because the
primary objective is to target a challenging demographic, that
are controlled by their income but influenced by their children.
The campaign delivers a unique sustainability message, that
small steps don’t have to cost a big portion of income.

Mostly, but I
would like to do
more
52%
No, not at all
22%
Yes, fully
No, not at all
Mostly, but I would like to do more
Figure 4. (Pound 2020)
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4.2 Competitors.
Direct Competitors.

In-Direct Competitors.

Name of Organisation

Sector and brand message

Most successful campaign

Name of Organisation

The Climate Coalation Charity

Charity
“A CLEANER, GREENER
FUTURE We believe that a
future where the UK no longer
contributes to climate change
is within reach, and we won’t
stop until we get there.”
(The Climate Coalation 2020)

#SpeakUp Campaign
The campaign reaches out to
people through social media
and encourages them to
have conversations with MPs
regarding climate change
over a week and attend events
supporting local efforts.

H&M

Kids Against Plastic

Charity
A charity setup by kids, for
kids. Our charity has three
main aims that we hope to
achieve through: EDUCATION
(learning) and ACTION (doing).
(Kids Against Plastic 2020)

#PacketIn Campaign
The charity tackles single-use
crisps packets and suggests
what children can do to reduce
waste and get the attention
of crisps makers through
the #packetin campaign.
Taking digital even further, the
interactive map tracks school
programmes, and shows what
has been recycled.

P&G

Friends Of The Earth

#CarbonCrush Campaign
Charity
Something you can do yourself,
A charity setup by kids, for
something you can do with
kids. Our charity has three
others and a way to take it up
main aims that we hope to
a notch. The resource shares
achieve through: EDUCATION conservation tips for lighting,
(learning) and ACTION (doing). transport, heating, eating and
(Kids Against Plastic 2020)
knowledge and even how to be
environmentally conscious at
social events.
Table 2. (Pound 2020)

Tyseley Energy

Sector and brand message

Most successful campaign

Fashion
Conscious Collection Campaign
In 2019, H&M launches their
In light of, fashion’s growing
first Conscious Collection
effect on the environment,
worldwide. Collections inspired
using recycled materials to
by planet earth.
promote a sustainable future.
(H&M 2020)
Promoted through successful
marketing materials.

Lifestyle
“P&G has a purpose-driven
growth strategy. If we
want to grow we have to
do it sustainably – there’s
no alternative.” P&G also
called on industry, retailers,
suppliers and consumers
to work together to achieve
sustainability goals. (Baker
2010)

#ColdWash Campaign
Marketing focused on
innovation, sustainability is
integrated into advertising.
With Ariel running across
multiple touch-points including
print, TV and online. Helias
believes brands are important
in educating consumers and
getting them to change their
behaviour. (Vizard 2013)

Energy
Energy Innovation Zones
Energy Innovation Zones have
Targeting the public through
been designated across the
exhibitions and events,
West Midlands to provide
allowing individuals to
commercially meaningful
connect with the sustainable
geographic areas for deploying adaptations and innovations
integrated smart energy
taken by companies to promote
solutions.
a sustainable future.
(Tyseley Energy 2020)
Table 3. (Pound 2020)
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4.3 SWOT Analysis and Summary.
SWOT Analysis of #ThinkPlanet Campaign.
Strengths

Weaknesses

• Targeting a new consumer and
demographic
• A sustainability campaign has never
been focused at this consumer
• Re-branding sustainability and
promoting the message in a different
tone of voice
• Small yet positive impact on society,
involves the less affluent in sustainable
practises
• Reconnecting individuals with the
environment
• Utilising research to target children, they
influence their parents

• Sustainability is saturated and has been
all over the media
• Green-washing, people are reluctant
to acknowledge any sustainability
messages with false claims
• Needs to be impactful if not no attention
will be gained
• May not engage children as well as
intended

Opportunities
• A real opportunity to change the
definition of ‘sustainability’ and include
all classes in simple environmental
practises
• Small steps lead to big changes, even
connecting people with the simplest
things will have an impact
• Engaging children in these practises and
starting the young generation will embed
this idea early on

Threats
• Campaigns launching around the same
time
• Sustainability brands and messages
• Market saturation
• Green-washing

Table 4. (Pound 2020)

To conclude, the SWOT analysis indicates
that although the concept for the campaign
is innovative in its approach to target a
challenging demographic, threats such as
loss of trust in sustainability messages needs
to be considered and should be a key part
of understanding how to target parents and
children.

24

4.4 Campaign Unique Selling Point.

With continuing need for growth in public
awareness of sustainability and environmental
welfare, the #ThinkPlanet campaign sets itself
aside from competitors, just through the name
alone and the mission to re-brand sustainability
by delivering the same message but through a
different tone of voice.
Separating itself from typical sustainability
messages, the #ThinkPlanet campaign targets
a challenging demographic through multiple
touch-points such as print-based, audio-based
and digital-based materials. In order to connect,
educate and change consumer lifestyles by
engaging parents and children in simple
sustainable practices.

9
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5. Organisation Operations.
Client Earth.

Birmingham City Council.

James Thornton - Chief
Executive Officer

Clive Heaphy - Chief
Executive Officer
Jonathan Tew - Assistant
Chief Executive

Beth Thoren - Deputy CEO

Dawn Hewins - Director
Human Resources

Paul Richards - Human
Resources Director

Stephen Arnold - Marketing
and Communications Director

Simon Fletcher - Operations
Director

Carmel Girling - Deputy Head
of Marketing

Chris Duncan Communications Director

Geoff Coleman - Social Media
Manager

Adam Snelleksz - Marketing
Manager

Dan Tomlinson - Financial
Controller

Carl Madden - Head Senior
Graphic Designer

Jon Bennett - Head of
Strategic Communications

Michael Haynes - Head of
Marketing

Simon Alcock - Head of
Public Affairs/Campaigning

Ella Williams Social Media Assistant

Thomas Oflaherty - Digital
Marketing Specialist

Debra Davis - Financial
Advisor

Ken Dovey - Senior Graphic
Designer

Ellen Baker - Strategic
Communications Manager

Jo Cooke - Senior Digital
Marketing Officer

Debra Davis - Public Relations
and Communications Officer

Harry Southan - Junior
Graphic Designer

Catherine Maguire Campaign Coordinator

Jess Tucker - Social Media/
Marketing Assistant

Eleri Roberts Communications Assistant

Elizabeth Parker - PR/
Marketing Assistant

Figure 5. (Pound 2020)

Figure 6. (Pound 2020)
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5.1 Internal Involvement.
Key Existing Employees at Client Earth.

Key Existing Employees at Birmingham City Council.
Job Title

Sourced

Wage
(Per Annum)

Marketing and
Communications
Director

Birmingham
City Council
Employee

Marketing
Manager

Birmingham
City Council
Employee

£40,000

Marketing Team
(4 individuals)

Birmingham
City Council
Employee

£26,000
(per person)

Graphic Design
Team
(3 individuals)

Birmingham
City Council
Employee

£24,000
(per person)

Social Media
Team
(2 individuals)

Birmingham
City Council
Employee

£23,000
(per person)

Financial
Advisors
(2 individuals)

Birmingham
City Council
Employee

£54,000

£26,000
(per person)

Hours

Job Title

Job Description

Sourced

Wage
(Per Annum)

37.5 hours

Plans and oversees communication
strategies that promote campaigns
through various communication mediums.

Communications
Director

Client Earth
Employee

37.5 hours

Managing all marketing for the company
and activities within the department
including leading the marketing strategy.

Head of
Marketing

Client Earth
Employee

£39,000

37.5 hours

The department promoting the business
and it’s mission by reaching out to the
community through creative mediums.

Marketing Team
(3 individuals)

Client Earth
Employee

£25,000
(per person)

37.5 hours

Creating visual concepts to communicate
ideas that inspire, inform, or captivate the
community.

Communications
Team
(4 individuals)

Client Earth
Employee

£25,000
(per person)

37.5 hours

To grow awareness by strategically
creating content and engaging with the
target audience on different channels.

Public Affairs/
Campaigning Team
(3 individuals)

Client Earth
Employee

£23,000
(per person)

Answering questions about financial plans
and strategies and giving financial advice.

Social Media
Marketing
Assistant

Client Earth
Employee

£20,000
(per person)

37.5 hours

Table 5. (Pound 2020)

£52,000

Hours

Job Description

37.5 hours

Plans and oversees communication
strategies that promote campaigns
through various communication mediums.

37.5 hours

Managing all marketing for the company
and activities within the department
including leading the marketing strategy.

37.5 hours

The department promoting the business
and it’s mission by reaching out to the
community through creative mediums.

37.5 hours

Responsible for communicating
strategically to the audience through
different mediums and channels.

37.5 hours

.Formulate Marketing and PR campaigns
as a team. Responsible for overlooking all
campaign activity and performance.

37.5 hours

To grow awareness by strategically
creating content and engaging with the
target audience on different channels.
Table 6. (Pound 2020)
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5.2 External Inovolvement.
New Temporary Employees.
Job Title
Different elements of the #ThinkPlanet
campaign and marketing strategy requires a
varied team of experienced individuals to plan
and execute the campaign successfully. With
Birmingham City Council employees, Client
Earth employees and newly out-sourced
employees, these individuals will carry out the
marketing operations.
In total, 8 existing employees between
both companies will be re-trained prior to the
campaign launch. 2 employees each month
will receive training on communicational
and technical aspects needed for maximum
campaign success, costing £1000 through
investing in online courses and instructor
workshops.

Campaign
Representatives
(5 individuals)

Sourced

Wage
(Per Hour)

Hours

£8.20

19 hours
(Decreases
during timeline)

Out-Sourced
StuckForStaff
.co.uk

Job Description
Responsible for representing the
campaign at the pop-up stand and PR
stunt.
Table 7. (Pound 2020)

External Companies - Marketing Production.
Company

Sourced

Wage

Service

Pix Art Printing

Out-Sourced
(PixArtPrinting.
com)

£8.50 per copy
(12 paged magazine, 5000
copies)

Producing the free magazine edition that
will be available on public transport and
at the Pop-up stand.

Birmingham
Train Station

Through
Birmingham City
Council

£800
(2 full days in prime location)

Renting the space from Birmingham
Train Station at a discounted rate.

Vista Print

Out-Sourced
(VistaPrint.com)

Billboard: £250 (48 sheets)
All other materials for Pop-up stand and
Poster: £3.36 per poster (A3)
PR stunt such as billboard and poster
Colour-In Planet Poster: £55 (60x40)
production.
Table 8. (Pound 2020)
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5.3 Marketing Operations.
Website Pages.

Marketing Costs.
Type of Marketing
Website
Pages
Social Media
Posts and Video
Transport Audio
Advertisement
Pop-up stand/
PR stunt
Free Magazine

Billboard x2 /
Posters

Channel

Digital

Digital

Digital

Physical

Physical

Physical

Duration

Cost

Notes

9 months

No cost
(Done internally)

Internal employees will develop web pages
dedicated to the campaign breakdown
whereby the public can access resources.

8 months

Budgeted
£2000
(£250 per month)

The social media strategy is a key feature of
the campaign as both companies will promote
still and moving imagery across platforms.

6 months

£300 across
WMT
(4 weeks)

Audio advertising across West Midlands
Transport including buses, trains and trams.
Audio will be a simple message to travellers.

2 days

£800 (2 days)
Colour-in poster
£55 (60x40)

Stand in Birmingham New Street Station.
Discounted price in the prime location next to
the departure display. Colour-in poster planet.

9 months

£8.50 per copy
(12 paged
magazine)

Free magazine edition of Client Earth with a
big focus on the campaign and surrounding
topics. Distributed on public transport.

6 months

Transport Adverts
£600 (4 weeks)
Billboard Adverts
£1000 (per month)

Posters primarily to be advertised on public
transport. 2 billboards in Birmingham City
Centre (Moor street, Digbeth)

Website award winner Birmingham City Council is “Europe’s largest
local authority serving over one million customers and attracts 4,486,793
unique visitors a year.” (Birmingham City Council 2020) Combining this with
Client Earth’s following, means just one webpage on each website will drive
campaign success, raise maximum awareness and increase donations.

Social Media.
Birmingham City Council and Client Earth are a great collaboration as
their brand guidelines and missions align. However, their social media
presence differs slightly, therefore it is important to consider a strategy that
will be successful on both platforms. With a combined following of 15,387
and an agreed strategy of using “coloured simple, clean, uncluttered, strong
and powerful still and imagery.” (Client Earth 2016)

Table 9. (Pound 2020)
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5.3 Marketing Operations.
Audio Advertising.
Consumer research found that the best medium to reach the target
market was through public transport. (Rawstone 2018) Commuter audio
advertising allows advertisers to reach consumers at hand-picked
times, places and routes and is an effective way to reach them. (Kabak
2013) The audio will not overwhelm the consumer, lasting 10 seconds,
the advertisement will play on average at every 5th transport stop. The
campaign will include an audio recording consisting of simple message:
“Hi there. Dropping the kids at school? On your commute to work? Or just
going to the shops? Don’t forget you can do your part for a better planet
today by making a small gesture. #ThinkPlanet.”

Pop-Up Stand/PR Stunt.
Birmingham Newstreet Station is the biggest out of all Birmingham
stations, with over 170,000 passengers and visitors to the station each day.
(Cartledge 2015) The pop-up stand will be located on the ground floor near
the main departure displays. Two campaign representatives will man the
stand, offering free magazines and encouraging donations.
The PR stunt will align with the pop-up stand and will add an element
of children attraction to the stand and campaign, the 60x40 floor poster in
the shape of the planet will allow children to colour and connect with other
children.

Free Magazine.
Client Earth provides a free monthly newsletter that is offered online.
Birmingham City Council also offers updates across their social media
and website. Therefore, combining elements from both organisations, the
magazine will consist of 12 pages and will focus on the campaign promotion
and surrounding topics. The magazine will be a free edition, however it
will be distributed on public transport, at schools and at the pop-up stand
whereby donation buckets will be present to encourage donations when
taking a copy.

Billboards/Posters.
In 2018, 42 million people visited Birmingham City Centre, (Penfold 2018)
and it is important to acknowledge that not all parents use public transport.
According to a The Government Travel Survey (2014), 46% of children
commute to school by car, therefore, it aligns with research to allocate a
billboard advertisement to the A38 and the second billboard advertisement
will feature on the A4400, Queensway. This is to target those commuting by
car.
As discussed, the most effective medium to reach the target audience
is through public transport. Therefore, posters made will be visible across
West Midlands Transport such as buses, trains and trams.
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6.1 Marketing Strategy Timeline.

PRE-LAUNCH
January 2021
Physical: First phase production
underway until March of
magazines, billboards, posters
and pop-up stand materials.
Digital: Finalising press release.

01

02
PRE-LAUNCH
February 2021
Social media campaign begins.
Digital: Social media teaser of
the campaign, social media
post announcing they are
working on a project with client
earth, released on
@bhamcitycouncil and
@clientearth_ at the end of
March. Engaging audiences.
Press release for pop-up stand
and PR stunt is emailed to both
organisations subscribers.

PRE-LAUNCH
March 2021

LAUNCH
April-May 2021

Pre-Launch continued, wesbite
pages regarding the upcoming
campaign is launched but not
promoted. Building word-ofmouth through allowing organic
website visitors to read about
the campaign first.

Launch continued as pop-up
location details revealed April 29th.
Pop-up and PR stunt takes place
on the 7th and 8th of May in
Birmingham Newstreet Station.
Digital: Pop-up hype maintained
through social media and usergenerated content through
#ThinkPlanet.

Digital: Promotional video (1) is
launched on social media and
webpage as a teaser.

03

04

05

LAUNCH
22 APRIL 2021
INTERNATIONAL EARTH DAY
Digital: Social media official
campaign announcement post.
Paid promotions begin across
both platforms and their channels,
with a focus on Facebook to
engage with the target audience.
#ThinkPlanet hashtag promoted.
Physical: Billboards and public
transport advertising (Poster
and audio) go live mid April.
Magazines and donation buckets
are distributed across West
Midlands Transport and within
local schools.

06

POST-LAUNCH
July 2021

POST-LAUNCH
September 2021

Online: Social media posts
continue, engaging with
#ThinkPlanet which allows
people to continue sharing
thoughts regarding the
campaign.

Final phase of promotion for the
campaign.

Physical: Advertising continues
and posters, billboards and
audio ads continue to raise
awareness.

08

07

Digital: Pushing the use of
the hashtag #ThinkPlanet by
encouraging users to share
images, videos related to the
campaign.
Physical: More magazines to be
distributed.

09

10

END OF CAMPAIGN
November 2021
Digital: Social media
appreciation posts.
Summarising key objectives
from the campaign and
it’s success. Spreading
awareness of the impact the
campaign has had.

11

12

POST-LAUNCH
June 2021

POST-LAUNCH
August 2021

END OF CAMPAIGN
October 2021

END OF CAMPAIGN
December 2021

Print and digital content
continue throughout June to
sustain hype and word-ofmouth.

Continous promotion.

All material production and
promotional activity to be
ended.

Free magazine edition
is available online and
webpages will become
permanent under
‘Campaign’ websites
section.

Digital and Physical: Production
continues for materials running
low such as magazines and
more money is injected into
paid promotional activity
through social media.

Digital: Social media post
engagement reviewed.
Promotional video (2) launched
across social media channels
and websites to sustain hype.
Posts would continue to be
promoted.

Digital: Using social media
at this stage to measure the
success of the campaign.
Surveys and polls released
across social media channels
asking for opinions and
thoughts on the campaign.

Figure 7. (Pound 2020)
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7.1 Cash Flow Summary.

“Our aim now is to keep talking on a range of issues to
ensure that our future efforts are meeting the needs of
people across this city.” (Councillor Ian Ward 2018)

Client Earth run their own independent campaigns, however struggle
to exceed their reach and engagement. A collaboration has not been
done before, which is why it would be greatly beneficial to both the
organisations and the planet for this campaign to be actioned and
pushed out to the target audience.

Birmingham City Council release an annual financial report
highlighting their revenue and savings proposal. The 18/19-21/22
Budget Plan identified the organisations long term financial challenge
of identifying a total of £48m by 2021/22, on top of the cash savings of
£642m already made since 2010/11.

Client Earth are a transparent organisation, which aligns with values
as a charity. The Government document their financial history, as seen
in Figure 19, their most recent annual report shows that though their
income has increased over previous years, in the year 2018, their
income matched their spending, with a high investment in marketing
and campaigns, the company have proposed a marketing budget of
£62k for the upcoming years. (Beta 2018)

Key to research, as seen below in Figure 20, the organisation
has proposed for 19/20 that the marketing campaign budget will be
slightly reduced and will utilise digital channels. A total of 251,000 was
budgeted.

Figure 8. (Beta 2018)

Figure 9. (Birmingham City Council 2019)
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7.2 Campaign Cash Flow.

Figure 10. (Pound 2020)
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8. Future Growth Strategy.

Future growth would aim for
other collaboration opportunities
After monitoring the success of the
#ThinkPlanet campaign, this may lead to
other campaign experiments within the
environmental sector.
The key objectives for this campaign
was to engage with parents of children
under 16, and the children themselves.
The campaign is to drive awareness
and engagement with the organisations
and make a genuine change to peoples
lifestyles. If the planet benefits, the end
goal has been met and future campaigns
will aim to spread more awareness.

12
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Birmingham City Council Campaign Website Page.

Website Pages.
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Think Planet Campaign

birmingham.gov.uk/news/article/21/thinkplanet_campaign_-_engage_connect_and_change_the_planet

Birmingham
City Council

Think Planet Campaign
- Engage, Connect, and Change the Planet.

#ThinkPlanet Campaign - Engage,
Connect, and Change the Planet.
Published: Monday, 1st March 2021
Birmingham City Council have teamed up with Client Earth, a UK environmental charity to create the #ThinkPlanet
marketing campaign that speaks directly to parents and
children.
The campaign launches on Thursday 22nd April 2021,
also known as Earth Day. The aim of the campaign is to
re-brand sustainability and engage with the working-class
by not discriminating through environmental messages.
Did you know that according to a recent research survey,
1 in 5 people claim to feel alienated from sustainability
messages, as they have low disposable income and almost
all responses indicated that most sustainable advertising is
promoting excessively expensive goods.
The #ThinkPlanet campaign takes a different approach to making an environmental statement and its mission is to
raise awareness for the importance of small steps that lead to big change, simply taking a child’s unwanted clothes
to a charity shop opposed to throwing them away or recycling your plastic bottle on a daily commute. Organisation
representatives visited a West Midlands primary school to teach all things simple and sustainable, and to gain
feedback on the campaign.

Think Planet Campaign

birmingham.gov.uk/news/article/21/thinkplanet_campaign_-_engage_connect_and_change_the_planet

Birmingham
City Council

Think Planet Campaign
- Engage, Connect, and Change the Planet.

If we engage, connect and change the habits of those yet to conform to even the simplest sustainable practises,
this will make more difference than having a financial divide between humans.
Join the conversation now and visit our social media platforms to see our campaign in action and access fun
resources for families to complete. #ThinkPlanet.

#ThinkPlanet Campaign - Engage,
Connect, and Change the Planet.

#ThinkPlanet Short Video.

#ThinkPlanet School Visit.

Published: Monday, 1st March 2021
Birmingham City Council have teamed up with Client Earth, a UK environmental charity to create the #ThinkPlanet
marketing campaign that speaks directly to parents and
children.
The campaign launches on Thursday 22nd April 2021,
also known as Earth Day. The aim of the campaign is to
re-brand sustainability and engage with the working-class
by not discriminating through environmental messages.
Did you know that according to a recent research survey,
1 in 5 people claim to feel alienated from sustainability
messages, as they have low disposable income and almost
all responses indicated that most sustainable advertising is
promoting excessively expensive goods.
The #ThinkPlanet campaign takes a different approach to making an environmental statement and its mission is to
raise awareness for the importance of small steps that lead to big change, simply taking a child’s unwanted clothes
to a charity shop opposed to throwing them away or recycling your plastic bottle on a daily commute. Organisation
representatives visited a West Midlands primary school to teach all things simple and sustainable, and to gain
feedback on the campaign.

Client Earth Campaign Website Page.

If we engage, connect and change the habits of those yet to conform to even the simplest sustainable practises,
this will make more difference than having a financial divide between humans.
Join the conversation now and visit our social media platforms to see our campaign in action and access fun
resources for families to complete. #ThinkPlanet.
#ThinkPlanet Short Video.

#ThinkPlanet School Visit.

Think Planet Campaign

clientearth.org/thinkplanet-campaign/

Think Planet Campaign
Birmingham
City Council

clientearth.org/thinkplanet-campaign/

Birmingham
City Council

#ThinkPlanet Campaign - A collaboration of Client Earth and
Birmingham City Council.
Published: Monday, 1st March 2021

ClientEarth is part of a new collaboration launching Thursday 22nd April 2021, Earth Day. The marketing campaign #ThinkPlanet aims
to raise awareness amongst parents and children to participate in simple sustainable practises to make small steps towards big changes.
We as a charity, pride ourselves on representing the working-class, providing resources and materials everyone can engage with a no cost. We
have teamed up with Birmingham City Council to deliver a different perspective of sustainability. We hope to rebrand the subject matter and
instead make environmentalism engaging, fun and create a sense of unite community between all individuals.
As part of the campaign, organisation representatives headed out to a West Midlands primary school to teach all things simple and sustainable, and
to gain feedback on the campaign. We hope to engage, connect and make a change with families.
As seen in the short film above, the campaign uses real people, with real experiences, to tell real stories regarding their views on what
sustainability means to them. A simple yet effective message that many will relate to,
Join the conversation now and visit our social media platforms to see our campaign in action and access fun resources for families to
complete. #ThinkPlanet.
#ThinkPlanet Short Video

#ThinkPlanet School Visit

#ThinkPlanet Campaign - A collaboration of Client Earth and
Birmingham City Council.

Birmingham City Council release an annual financial report highlighting
their revenue and savings proposal. The 18/19-21/22 Budget Plan identified
the organisattions long term financial challenge of identifying a total of £48m by
2021/22, on top of the cash savings of £642m already made since 2010/11.

Published: Monday, 1st March 2021

ClientEarth is part of a new collaboration launching Thursday 22nd April 2021, Earth Day. The marketing campaign #ThinkPlanet aims
to raise awareness amongst parents and children to participate in simple sustainable practises to make small steps towards big changes.
We as a charity, pride ourselves on representing the working-class, providing resources and materials everyone can engage with a no cost. We
have teamed up with Birmingham City Council to deliver a different perspective of sustainability. We hope to rebrand the subject matter and
instead make environmentalism engaging, fun and create a sense of unite community between all individuals.
As part of the campaign, organisation representatives headed out to a West Midlands primary school to teach all things simple and sustainable, and
to gain feedback on the campaign. We hope to engage, connect and make a change with families.
As seen in the short film above, the campaign uses real people, with real experiences, to tell real stories regarding their views on what
sustainability means to them. A simple yet effective message that many will relate to,
Join the conversation now and visit our social media platforms to see our campaign in action and access fun resources for families to complete.
#ThinkPlanet.

Key to research, as seen below in Figure 20, the organisation has proposed for
19/20 that the marketing campaign budget will be slightly reduced and will utilise
digital channels. A total of 251,000 was budgeted.

#ThinkPlanet Short Video

#ThinkPlanet School Visit
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Social Media Strategy.
SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY
Objectives and Goals
Contribution of social media to
organisation goals:
Birmingham City Council:
• “To involve local people and
communities in the future of
their local areas and their public
services.” (Birmingham City Council
2013)
Client Earth:
• Using enviornmental law and
experts to tackle the challenges
facing the climate and nature.
(Client Earth 2020)
Align social media with business
objections to:
• Engage, Educate, Change
• Build brand and campaign
awareness
• Enhance public relations
• Build a working-class community
• Ultimately increase organic
donations

SOCIAL MEDIA DELIVERY
Audience Insights
Determine how social media can
connect and develop research of
the target audience:
• Research determined that the
target audience uses social
media to mainly “feel part of a
community” in particular, parenting
communities. (Pound 2020)
• This audience also uses social
media groups to connect with
others of mutual interest.
• Analytics and insights, such as
through Instagram and Facebook
allow teams to allocate audience
reach through paid promotion.
• Targeting would include; Aged
20-45, Female and Male, Parents,
Birmingham with a 5 mile radius.
• Insights to content can determine
what is successfully working for
the campaign.

Implementation Plan
When social media will
be embedded and current
overlapping activity across
organisation platforms:
Birmingham City Council:
• 2020 -21 social media activities
include COVID-19 coverage,
Plain English Campaign Awards
(November), Birmingham Elections
(December), See Me, Hear Me
Campaign Jan20-Jan21), Clean
Air Zones (January), Think Blue
Campaign (Mar20-Mar21)
Client Earth:
• 2020-21 social media activities
include; COVID-19 coverage, The
Whole Truth Campaign (Mar20
onwards), and Good News Social
Media Campaign (Jan20-Jan21)
The campaign is being strategically
implemented in April 2020 across
both organisations social media
platforms. There will be a vast
amount of content related to Earth
Day which will link in coherently with
the campaign.

Execute
Executing the social media
strategy:
• Hootsuite will be a functional
requirement for executing the
social media strategy, the software
allows content to be scheduled and
planned in advance.
• Logos and content will be active
before campaign launch across
both organisations platforms
(social media examples can be
seen to the right)
• Content curation will be discussed
and agreed between organisations
and tone-of-voice will differ
according to brand preference.
• Paid promotions will begin on
campaign launch with audience
targeting.
• Effectiveness of content will be
monitored throughout to ensure full
effectiveness is being met.

Measure and Grow
Manage and measure the
success of the campaign through
metrics and form a future growth
strategy:
• Success will be measured
through social media metrics;
Reach, Engagement, Acquisition,
Conversion, Activity, Bounce Rate
and Click Through Rate.
• Analyse and learn from the
success of the campaign and it’s
performance, this will determine
a growth strategy for future
campaigns.
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#ThinkPlanet Promotional Videos.
Campaign Video One: Collaboration.

Campaign Video Two: School Visit.

Creative collaborators suggested that video content is the best way to engage both parents and children
and should be utilised within the campaign. Campaign video one is the main promotional video to be used
across websites and social media. The thought process was to use real people with relatable demographics
and opinions to the target audience.

When conducting field research, networking at an event led to the researcher being able to conduct classes
and activities with the year four students at a Birmingham primary school. This presented an opportunity to
develop a promotional video highlighting what were some of the outcomes and views on the campaign amongst
year four students.

42

Audio Advertising.
Public Transport Audio Advertisement.

Conducting desk research found that one of the most
successful ways to reach the target audience of parents
with children under sixteen, and to target the children
themselves was on their daily commutes to school
and work. Therefore, a key aspect of the marketing
strategy was to utilise public transport for the audio
advertisement. The advertisement lasts for 10 seconds
quoting the phrase: “Hi there. Dropping the kids at
school? On your commute to work? Or just going to the
shops? Don’t forget you can do your part for a better
planet today by making a small gesture. #ThinkPlanet.”
The idea is to connect with the audience in regards to
sustainability at an unexpected time which will capture
their attention.
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Billboard and Poster Material.
Billboards.
Relating to the marketing strategy, it is important to acknowledge that not all parents
and children commute using public transport. Therefore, linking to research on the most
effective locations for advertising, billboard one will be located on the A38 dual carrigeway,
one of the busiest enttries to Birmingham City Centre. Billboard two will be located on the
A4400 Queensway which is a popular route to many city centre schools.
The billboard designs are consistent with all other promotional materials and deliver the
same message as Campaign Video One, using real people with real opinions and views on
what sustainability means to them. The billboards do not give much away in regards to the
campaign, only the logo and an intriguing message to ‘Join the conversation.’ followed by
the campaign hashtag.

Posters.
Posters will be made to promote the pop-up stand and will be located around
Birmingham New Street station. This will be the prompt people to visit the stand including
where it is located, a snapshot of the campaign accompanied by imagery and social media
handles in case people do not have time to stop but can later have a look on the campaign’s
platforms.

Public Transport Advetisements.
Along with the public transport audio advertisement, posters that deliver the same
intriguing message will be spread across all Birminghsm public transport including trains,
trams and buses. This will tap into the different types of materials individuals respond to,
for example, some individuals respond better to visual than audio advertisements.

45

Magazine Edition.
Company and charity research found that Client Earth
produce a monthly magazine that is made digitally available to
subscribers. Part of the marketing strategy is to reach out to
both Client Earth and Birmingham City Council’s subscribers
with promotional materials, such as the free magazine edition
which is focused on promoting the campaign.
One of the main purposes of printing the magazine is so
that it can be distributed at the pop-up stand so that people
passing or visiting have something to take away. Also to be
distributed regulary across public transport services, again
utilising transport as much as possible,
The contents of the magazine give an insight into the
activity behind the campaign and how the team have been
engaging with the target audience. An article on visiting the
primary school gives advice for priceless ways to save the
planet, exclusive interviews with those featured in Campaign
Video One, who offer their opinions on sustainability and a
background of themselves.
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Pop-Up Stand and PR Stunt.

With Birmingham New Street station being the biggest out
of all in the city, this was the decided located for the pop-up
stand which will be positioned near the departure board. The
design of the stand is simple but is to reinforce the campaign
message. The aim of the stand is to encourage the target
audience, parents with children under sixteen, to visit the
stand and talk to the two campaign representitives at the
stand where promotional materials such as the free magazine
edition will be available.
The pop-up stand is to be combined with a public relations
stunt, with this not being advertised, a sticker of an outlined
planet will match the size of the stand. The purpose of this is
to be coloured in and attract children. Colouring-in equiptment
will be available at the stand.
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